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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a review of the different terms and definitions of errors 
encountered when undertaking an analysis or setting up a plan for correction 
in the EngKsh classroom. 

T o W l  this objective an attempt is made to systematize eiror terms and 
definitions found in the bibliography on Error Analysis and related fields. Thus, 
in a k t  section, error is analyzed against the background of Psycholinguistics, 
Theories of Second Language Leaming, as well as in English Language 
Teachmg Methodology. Then, in a second section, the possrbility of using the 
communicative event as a fiamework to systematrze error terms and definitions 
is explored. 

Introduction 
Since the forties to date, Error Studies (ES)' related to second and foreign 
language acquisition (SLA) have held a predominant place in the fielci of Applied 
Linguistics. However, in the last two decades, there has been a decline of studies 
dealing with the collection, description aild classification of language learners' 
enors. Nevertheless, as it is reffected in the great number of publications on the 
issue through the five past years, both teachers of English and researchers have 
coiltinued showing interest in related aspects such as error correction and error 
evaluation, (Bartram & Walton 199 1; Schachter 199 l), interlanguage and 
language transfer (Hamnlerly 199 1 ; Selinker 1992). 

The reasons for the popularity of ES lie in their direct connection to the 
classroom. 011 one hand, there is a tendency among teachers to regard error 
correction as part of their responsibility to improve their students' output, no 
inatter the approach or inethod tliey use. On the other, teachers and researchers 
alike still see error analysis as a useful tool either to discover the type of structures 
of the target language (TL) that cause trouble for second language learners in their 
interactive comrnunication with native speakers, or to map out the type of 
strategies used in learning a foreign language. 

Within the caltext of learning and teaching English, errors and mistakes are 
tems cornmoiily used to refer to the student's wrong performances in the 

' 1 use the tenn "Emor Studies" in a broad sense to cover Error Ariaiysis and Interlariguage 
Stiidies iii fashion duriiig the seventies as well as studies oir Error Evaliiation and Error Correction very 
popular in the tast decade. 
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language. Nevertheless tlie popularity of these terms does not imply clarity siiice 
in tiie Englisli language teaching profession a lack of criteria is often ~ ~ o t e d  when 
correcting errors. Unfortunately the same syrnptom is detected ir, not a few 
researcli reports. In spite of the copious bibliography on the issue, the absence of 
defiiiitio~is is no1 an exception but a nile. Few studies on learners's errors define 
the main object of their investigation at the outset. Furthennore. iii the unconuiioii 
occasions when definitions are given, considerable disparity of criteria can be 
observed. 

Tlie discussion of the problems of ES make up a substantial body of 
literature in this field. Most of the studies have concentrated on criticizing the 
theoretical weaknesses of Error Analysis (Corder 1974, Faerch, Haaslrup & 
Pliillipson 1984). A great number of articles have criticized aspects of defining 
and classifjmg errors (Hammarberg 1974; Schachter, J & M, Celce-Murcia 1977; 
Lennon 1991). Others have aimed at pointing out methodological weaknesses of 
error analyses (Etherton 1977; Abbot 1980). 

This paper shares with the studies just mentioned tlie wish to contribute to 
the improvement of ES; yet, the approach and method used here \vil1 differ siiice 
1 will be concerned not with criticizing partial or theoretical aspects of Error 
Analysis but with attempting the systematization of the research o11 ES. Witli tliis 
purpose in niind, 1 will divide the paper iilto three different sections. In tlie first 
part, 1 wilt analyze and compare terms and definitions drawn from different 
sources. In the second, 1 will tentatively use the framework of the cornmunicative 
event to classiQ terms and definitions of errors. Finally, as an appendix, 1 will 
include a glossary of error terms either with their corresponding definitions and 
sources, or with references to the sections of the paper where they are defined or 
explained. 

Tn the task of compiling terms for the glossary, several steps were followed: 
a) 1 arrange the ternis in alphabetical order. b) 1 relate each term in the 
conipilation with others in tbe list as well as with the affected element in the 
coi~ununicative event c) 1 give the source of term, either author or theory, and in 
some cases, further references. d) 1 include a definition of the term when this has 
iiot appeared explicitly in other sections of the paper; or if necessary, when the 
definition can serve as a reference for contrasting other tems. 

In regard to the procedure for eliciting tenns, 1 have used the following 
sources: Five of tlie iiiajor jounials in the field through the last fíve years (1989- 
1994): Applied Linguistics, Language Lenrnnng, ,Ytzcdnes nn Second Langunge 
Acquisitlon, IRAL and System. Classic works have been revielved and also a 
revision of Error Studies in the last two decades has been incorporated . 1 am 
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aware that in spite of my efforts there will be some gaps due to the productivity 
of these type of studies. 

In iny opinion, this systeniatization is useful in severa1 aspects. In the first 
place, it allows teacliers and researchers to have a list of the niimber of terms and 
definitions in use, and to be aware of the relativity of error and the great degree 
of overlappiiig . Secondly, it helps them to evaluate how error terms and 
definitions have been used in the past, how they are being used in the present, and 
what gaps are left for the future. Particularly, a systematization favours a 
reflection on the need of being extremely careful in the use of error terminology. 

Background 
The word 'definition' usually refers to the meaning of a given term, word, or 

concept determined by its shape, qualities and limits of appli~ation.~ However, 
defining terms is not so a straightfotward enterprise as the above statenient 
appears to iiiiply. A first look at tlie dictionary gives an idea of the complexity of 
finding an exact definition of the term 'error7. The Oxford English Dictionnry 
(2.Edic: 896) defines this word as " tlie action of state of erring", " the condition 
of erring in opinion", " to hold wrong notions or beliefs", " something what is 
done wrongly because of ignorance or lack of attention, as for esample, an error 
in calculation, judgement, action, etc." 

Dictionaiy definitions only offer general nieanings and ,in addition, as was 
poiiited by Edge (1989), tliey usually connote negative associations linked to 
moral or absolute truth. In tlie definitions just qiioted, only the reference to 
"something that is done wrongly because of ignorance or lack of attention " may 
be, as we will see below, of some use in clari@ing errors definitions in SLA. 

It is possible to detect at least three main approaches in error definitions in 
laiiguage acquisitioii. They arise froni related disciplines such as: 
Psycholinguistics, English Language Teaching Methodology and Theories of 
Second Language Learniiig. The following is a brief account of how the concept 
of error is understood in tliese areas. It has the aim of contestualizing the second 
section, which discusses how error terms and definitions fit into the 
coimnunicalive event. 

In tlie field of Psycholinguistics, the word rnistnke is used as synonyrn of 
error. Mistakes are made in the spontaneous speech and in writiiig as a result of 
a wrong functioning of the neuromuscular comrnands of the brain. From this view, 

Longitlan Dictionary ofEnglish Langtrage nnd Cirltitre. (1992335). 
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a distinction is usually made between production mistnbs and comprehension 
mistales. The former draw attention to alterations in the process of planning aiid 
executing the act of speech. The latter refer to difficulties in the processes of 
decoding wliich lead to misunderstanding the message. A f~irther subdivisioii is 
introduced by Garman (1990: 109) to distinguish the ski11 and modality affected: 
speech production errors from writing errors on one hand, and auditory 
comprehension errors froiii reading errors on the other. 

It must be noted that this siniplicity is rather deceptive inasmucli as the label 
prodztction errors has a raiige of different connotations accordiiig to tlie 
differeiices iii the spawning tlieories. To coinplicate matters, for each oithe terms 
inentioiied severa1 synonyins are used. These two traits: polysemj~ of nieanings 
aiid polysemy of tenils, are recurrent not only in the discipline of 
Psycholinguistics but also in others which will be examined below. 

In relation to polysemy of terms and restricting the analysis to the context of 
Psycholinguistics, it is possible to cite at least a dozen of synonyms to stand for 
production errors: performance errors, rnistokes, speech errors, pnrnprnxis, 
slips ofpen, s l ~ s  of the hand, slips of tongzie, tongzie slips, 1np.szi.s lingune, slips 
of brain. slip-ups, lapses. 

To illustrate the aspect of polysemy of meanings 1 will use different 
quotations which attempt at defining slips of the tongue: 

a) "Slips of the tongue- or brain ? Tongue slips- involuntary departures froin 
tlie speaker's intended production of a sequence of language units- are very 
coinmon. Sounds, syllables, morphemes, words, and sometimes larger units of 
grammar can be affected. Often, the deviant performance is immediately detected 
by tlie speaker ( though not always conscioiisly) and corrected." (Crystal 
1987:262). 

b) "Aiiy ininor slip-up or error; most typically observed in speecli, writing, 
small accidents, memov lapses, etc. According to Freud, these were no mere 
iimocent gestures but the result of the operations of unconscious wishes or 
coiflicts that could often be used to reveal the functioning of the unconscious in 
tlie normal liealthy individual. Cornmonly referred to as Freudian Slip." (Reber 
1985:516). 

c) "Slip suggests something fleeting, perhaps due to lack of attention, 
probably without serious consequences and with little suggestion or intention or 
blame or responsibili ty..." (Bowen & Marks 1994:45). 
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d) "This is wrong language caused by tiredness, carelessness, nerves etc. In 
other words, the kind of mistake tliat anybody, including native-speakers, could 
niake." (Bartram and Warton 199 1 :20). 

Although apparently very similar, a careful reading of these quotations gives 
the reader different shades of meaning. Thus, quotations c and d, focus on the 
causes of ths  type of error and do not describe its characteristics; the focus on the 
causes is also found in quotation b, but, compared with c and d, it is much more 
biased on its interpretation (Freudian unconscious wishes). For its part, quotatioii 
a does not refer to causes but to the description of frequency, characteristics, and 
level affected as a consequence of this error. 

In spite of tliese slight differences, it is possible to define the main shared 
features by following the procedures of "componential analy~is".~ Slips of tongzte 
are: uniiitentional, frequeiit, affect some level of speech someliow, they are 
instantly corrected by the speaker, and they are evidence of sometliing. 

Traáitionally, in tlie field of English Teaching Methodology two differeiit kiiids 
of definitions are found which are based on counter attitudes toward 
leamers'errors. 011 one liand, there is a negative view which ranges from a very 
extreme positioii defended by Brookes iii which errors are 'Like sin, error is to be 
avoided aiid its influence overcome. .' (quoted from Ellis 1985:22) to a more 
i~ioderate position iii which errors are 'unwanted forms by the teacher or course 
designer' (George 1972: 2), or iiegative influences in the process of learniilg 
(Ringbom 1986:71) ; on the other hand there is also a positive attitude which 
assuines that errors are evidence of leaming and hence there will be errors no 
matter how hard we struggle to eradicate them. As it is well-known, the first 
positioii is closely related to the 'AudioLingual Method' while the secoiid is 
advocated by severa1 currents under the term 'Comnunicative Approach'.' 

In turn, these attitudes originate in theories of leaming which have been 
traditioilally in oppositioii: the first one is close to the 'Behaviourist Theory' in 
which al1 kinds of leaming is understood as the acquisition of habits. Accordingly, 
wheii leaming a foreign language the established habits of the mother tongue (Ll) 
interfere in the process of acquiring the new language (L2) and as a result, errors 
occur. In tliis theory errors are a kind of pathological linguistic behaviour to be 
eraáicated at any cost. They are offspring of negative iiiterference as well as faulty 

Here 1 follow Kenwortliy (1991:8). 

' For a descriptioii of these metliods see Ricliards Rc Rogers (1986) 
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teaching. The first cause has given rise to the term interference errors; tlie 
secoiid to the terni induced error which has been defined by Stenson (1975), 
Kasper (1982), aiid Richards (1985) as the product of "the way iii whicli a 
language item has been presented or practiced These situations lead tlie learner 
to niake false inferences whch cause  error^.^ In any case, both interference errors 
aiid lnduced errors are seeii as a proof that learning has not taken place. 

As for the second attitude, it has coinmon grounds in the theory of learning 
based oii tlie 'Creative Coiistruction Hypothesis'. From this view, errors are not 
oiily iiecessary but positive. In tlie first place, the sttideiit learns tlie language 
through thein; secondly, errors indicate to teachers and currictilum developers 
which part of the target language students have most difficulty producing 
correctly and wliich error types detract most from a learner's ability io 
coinmunicate effectively. Thirdly, the researcher has the chance to witness the 
different processes wliicli the learner has to undergo in order to acquire 
coiilpetence in the lanpage. As followers of this theory have claimed (Corder 
1967; Svartvirk 1973; Dulay, Burt & Krashen 1982) errors are an 'open window' 
to study the processes of learning and the route that learners follow when building 
up their competence in the target language. 

Errors and the Communicative Event 
In iny opinioii, the aniazing nurnber of tems and definitions which are found 

in the literature of ES can be consolidated in order to be better understood by 
adoptiiig tlie cornniunicative event as the framework of analysis. In tliat 
frainework severa1 basic components are usually listed: a setting, participants, 
activity, cliannel, code, and message c~n ten t .~  The use of this framework favours 
h e  integration of most terms and definitions and offers teachers and researchers 
aii overview of the differeiit options; in addition it shows clearly the great number 
of overlapping tenns currently in use. Figure 1 is a diagramrnatic representatioii 
of the error t e r n ~  compiled in the appendix under the communicative event frame: 
The reader inust observe that neither the appendix nor the figure claims to be a 
coiiiplete and final list. 

For coiivenience, I leave tlie discussion of interference errors as well as its syiionyms for a 
later section iii  tliis paper. 

Selit~ker (1972:37) does iiot speak about errors biit aboiit fossrl~znhle Items wliicli can be 
desaibed iiiteniis of five central processes. One of theni is transfer of training. defined by Selitiker as "tbe 
result of traiiiiiig procedures atid preseiitation of ttenis in textbooks in second latiguage learning". 

8 . .  It 1s uiipossibleliere to give a tlioroiigh accoiuit of the principles of this theory Tlie reader tnay 
be referred to Dulay & Buti (1974); Dulay, & Kraslieii (1982). among others. 
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Adresser E 
ure no 1 Classification of error terms in the Cornrnunicative Event 

slip, totigue slip, slip-up' slip of tongue, speecli error, niistake, verbal lapse, 
Lapsus linguae, slip of tlie hatid, slip of the pen. slip of tlie brain, parapraxis, 
persevaration error, spootierisiii, anticipation error, reversal error, iinsystematic 
error, anibiguous, avoidance error, common error, fault. competence error, 
developnietital error, fossilised error, general error. independent error, 
individual error, infelicity, inlierent error, interference error. iiiterlingual error, 
intralingual error, language specific error, iiniqite goof. persistent error, 
performance error, writitig error, production error, residual error. translation 
error, Overgetieralization error. 

Adressee Perceptioti error, iiiterpretative error, reading error, slip of ear, slip of the eye, 
global error, local error. 

Code, Additioti error, covert error, covert mistake, deviation, discoiirse error, double 
norm, marking error, fluency error, form error, function error. iiiisformation error, 
tnessage oniission error, overt error, overtly erroneoits, pragmatic error. surface error. 

/ Seiting / Iiiduced error, pedagogical error. 1 
Errors in L2: code, norm and setting 
Within the fraillework of the cornrnunicative event, an error is regarded as an 
iiifringeinent or deviation of the code of the formal system of cornmunication 
through whicl~ the message is conveyed. Nearly eighty per cent of error definilions 
in ES have taken the norm of the code of English language as reference, usually, 
to judge the linguistic leve1 affected. A good example is Diilay, Burt and Krashen 
'S definition of error (1982:139). They strongly defend the creativeiiess and 
systematicy of errors but at the same time they define them as " the flawed side 
of learner speech or writing that deviate from some selected norm of mature 
language performance". 

However popular, the choice of the norm of a code as a reference to define 
errors is not without difficulty. To begin with, there is the problem of selecting 
from the many existing norms. Also Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:2) have pointed 
out the existente of many varieties of the English language with distinct norms of 
their own; such us: regional varieties, educational and status varieties, standard 
British English as opposed to American, Australian or Indian English. 

Secondly, even if a standard norm is adopted, the analyst has to face out thc 
abstract character of the language code full of fuzziness and indeterminacy in 
some areas of gramrnar, which make it difficult for him to identify and measwe 
specific exanlples of deviation even if he has a thorough cornrnand of gramrnar. 
(Legenhausen 1989:46). 
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Thirdly, adopting a standard norm as rcference does not solve tlie dilenlma 
01 liaving to clioose between correctness, acceptability. and appropriateness. 
Graiimar correctiiess is establislied by tlie educated coinrnunity of the country 
where the language is spoken and it is explicitly described in graminar books and 
diclionaries. As it is coimected to prescriptive grammar, the perspectivc o i  
correctness has an absolute definition: an error is something wrong. It is an 
offeiice against the grarnmar rules wliich charactcrize the iiornl of tlie laiiguage. 

Froni the outlook of the norm and particularly from the criterion of the well- 
formedness of the seiitence, Corder (1980), Dulay, Burt & Krashen (1982) refer 
to alterations of the surface of the language as su~foce errors. The types of 
alterations which may appear are basically of four categories: omission of 
elements, presence of unnecessary items, wrong selection of a morpheme or tense 
and wrong order. Then, if the linguistic leve1 where the error has been committed 
is specified, the category Surface error gives rise to a lot of error tenns aiid 
definitions: omission error, addition error, misformotzon error, wrong order, 
spelling error, lexical error, system error, and so on. 

Also, in regard to fonn correctness we may place the terms covert errors 
aiid overt errors. The fornier have beeii defined (Corder 1 973; Faercli 1 984; 
Medges 1989) as errors which do not appear on the surface of the utterance but 
are present within the message. The structure is well-formed but tlie message does 
iiot mvey  tlie addresser's intention. Very frequently these errors are difficult to 
detect and may pass totally unnoticed. Overt errors on the contrary are clearly 
easily observable in the surface structure of a sentence and judged as either 
iiicorrect or iiiappropriate. 

Froiii the approacli of the standard norm, errors are alterations of the rules 
which niake up the accepted norm. Then, an utterance will be incorrect or non- 
graniniatical if it does not abide by the rules. For this point of my analysis it is 
necessary to illustrate witli examples the possible degrees of correctness 
Iiiicorrectness we niay encounter in definitions: a) a sentence may be correct aiid 
acceptable: He likes opera; b) incorrect but acceptable if it is feasible in the 
language and uiiderstood by native speakers: People is kind with me; c) correct 
but unacceptable as it is not possible in the language: The \val1 was arrived 
b e f ~ r e ; ~  d) incorrect and unacceptable: A rivers potatoes sleep. 

For tlie definition of cotiunutiicative evetit 1 follow Faerch. C: Haastnip. K: fG R. Pliillipsoii 
(1984:23) wlio define it as: "A communicative event can be characterized as cotnmunicative interactioti 
betweeti at least two parties, begituiing tiie niotiietit tlie parties initiate intentiotial comiiutiicatioii and 
etidiiig tlie tnoiiietit tlie cotmnunicative interaction comes to a stop." 

la regard to tiie distictioii atid definitioti of the tiiaiti elements i t i  tlie.coniiiiiiiiicative evetit 1 
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As tliese examples reveal, the criterion of correctness is not as simple as it 
would seem. In any case, correctness is not enough to give complete definitions 
of al1 error types. Together with correctness the notion of acceptability must be 
introduced. Corder (1980:39) defines an acceptable utterance as " one which 
could be produced by a native speaker in some appropriate situation aiid 
recognized by another native speaker as being a sentence of his language". In 
practice, as it has been noted by Crystal(1980:8), deciding on the acceptability 
of an utterance may be also fi-aught with difficulties. Due to vanations in regional 
and social backgrounds as well as differences in individual factors such as, age, 
sexy personality and personal preferentes, native-speakers often disagree as to 
whether an utterance is normal, or even possible. Thus, a teacher who corrects "1 
ain't" or "1 be" in favour of "1 am", is ignoring dialectal differences where these 
f o m  are correct and acceptable. In the same way, the correction of '1 will speak 
to her later' (for 1 shall spe ak...) is showing a prescriptive approach to grammar 
which does not take into account the frequency of this forrn in the speech of 
native speakers. 

It follows then, that the criteria of acceptability and correctness do no1 alone 
sace, as a seiitence niay be acceptable as well as correct but not appropriate to 
a particular situation.The concept of appropnateness is closely tied to context; the 
sentence "what do you want ? " does not contain any linguistic error, but, let us 
imagine it is a shop assistant who is asking this question to a possible customer 
at the counter of department store. In this case \ve might judge that the speech act 
is not being realized by the most appropriate linguistic forni; and, that the 
seiitence is well formed but coiitaiiis a discolrrse error (alsoflztency error, and 
prcrgmatic error) since it sounds too rough for a native speaker's taste. 
Obviously, "May 1 help you ?'would be one of the appropriate options to this 
particular situation and its election by a hypothetical shop assistant would imply 
knowledge of the d e s  of the context; that is to say, how, when. and where to use 
the language. 

In regard to context, it is worth mentioning the concepts of error domain 
and error extent coined by Lennon (1991: 191). He defines the former as "the 
rank of the linguistic unit which must be taken as contest in order for the error to 
become apparent". It may range from the morpheme to large units of discourse. 
As for the latter, Lennon defines it as "the rank of the linguistic unit, fiom 
minimally the morpheme to maximally the sentence, which would have to be 

follow Crystal (1987:48). 1 use tlie tenii "code" in tlie sense of the liiigiiistic systeni or niles, rioms aiid 
cotiveiitioris of a laiiguage used by tlie speakers of tliat laiiguage and accepted as standard. 
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deleted, replaced, reordered, or supplicd iii order to repair productioii". 111 iiiy 
view, tliese coiicepts are a good summan; of dcfinitions uhich adopt tlie 
perspective of tlie standard norm , and setting. and they may be considered as a 
refereiice to an overall definition of error. 

Finally, the ten11 rndttcederror (alsope~1'ngogzcnl error ) fits iiito a speeific 
type of context: the eúucational setting. In the first section of this paper, znu'ztced 
errors have been defiiied as the result of tlie way ila which a language has been 
presented or practiseú. The type of techniques or material used as ~7ell as tlie way 
of presenting tliem may lead a student into making a false analogy. As Stensoii 
(1975) has remarked this type of errors are more frequent in tlie contest of thc 
classroom tlian in natural settings. 

Errors and the addresser 
At least oiie addresser aiid one addressee must be engaged 111 the 

coii11nunicative eveiit. In the contest of learning English in thc classroom, tlie rolc 
of tlie addresser is swept by tlie different participants iii the interaction. 
frequently, the teaclier addresses the students; sometimes, it is a student who 
delivers his message to the class, to a group of a students or to aiiother studeiit 
wlien workiiig in pairs. In natural contexts where the language is spoken for real 
co~iuiiunication, the role of the addrcsser may be held randomly in turn by a native 
speaker or by a learner of the language. 

Errors of the second language learner as addresser have been defined froni 
different perspectives and have generated the largest eategory of terms First, on 
the basis of tlie distinction between competence and performance we fiiid. 
competence errors aiid performance errors. The former denotes the regularity 
of errors in the learner's interlanguage ; the latter show randoin occtureiices wliicli 
in niost cases are the result of inattention, stress, or tiredness. Competente erroras 
are also referred to as systernntic erroras, common errors and lnherent errors; 
while peformance errors is one of the many synonyns of ml.stnkes, lapses, 
nsystemahc errors, redundmt error.7, ~nd~vidztnl errors, sl~p.r, and, trnnslnt~on 
errors. 

In tune witli tliis competence and performance classification, Corder's 
distiilctioii betweeii errors aiid rnlstake.~ is well-know The former are 
systeiiiatic, a real syniptom of tlie learner's transitional coinpetence as they show 
tlie different stages tlie studeiit of a language goes through On the contrary, 
n~istalies are regarded non-systematic, they are frequently addressed as verbal 
lnpses and their features coincide total- with those described earlier in the sectioii 
devoted to Psyclioliiiguistics. 
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It is lnportant to note that the tem~inology of errors based on the dichotoniy 
of coinpetence a ~ d  perfonnance conveys in itself different levels of interpretation. 
Following Canale and Swall's description of communicative competence, Tarone 
and Yule (1989:88) distinguish three interrelated dimensions ili coinpetence: 
gralm~latical, sociolinguistic, and strategic. In their words, grammatical 
conlpetence implies, 'the ability to produce correct syntactic, lesical, and 
phonological fonils in a language'; sociolinguistic competence means ability to 
use a language appropriately in sociocultural contests'; and finally, strategic 
competence refers to 'ability to effectively transnlit infom~ation to a listener.. . '. 
On the grounds of these tluee diniensions, competence errors should denote 
igiloranee of tlle linguistic and contestual norm and, consequently, ignorance of 
what is correct, acceptable and appropriate; vhik  pevforínnnce errors should 
denote the wrong use of this llom1 in a particular context. However, it nlust be 
observed that in most studies, both coillpetence and performance arc used in a 
restricted way to refer to the granmatical dirnension only. 

Another perspective has been to label, define, and classify errors according 
to the processes and strategies used by the learner in order to con~municate in a 
second language. This approach has been one of the most productive evideilced 
by the long list of tenns proposed. At h e  same tirne, it has been very controversial 
because of the lack of precision and overlapping found i11 the definitions and 
categories assigned to errors. 

Tlle processes category can be clarified if terms and definitions are arranged 
in two groups: inlerlingzinl errors and intrnlingzinl errors. Severa1 gnonynls can 
be traced for each of these titles. Thus, il~terlil~gztol errors arc also known as 
interference errors, transfir errors, interlnngtinge errors, and lnnguage- 
specific errors. While, intrnlingtlnl errors nre frequently referred to as 
overgeneralizntion errors. and developmentol errors.'" For Dulay, Burt & 
Kraslien (1982: 171) the nlain difference between these two groups is that errors 
are shllilar 111 structure to a semantically equivalent phrase in the leamer's native 
lmguage (interlingzinl errors), or they reflect the mental mechanisms underlying 
the learner's general language development, which usually coincides with tlie type 
of strategies eillployed by children leanling the target language as their first 
language.(intralingunl errors). 

Also, within the perspective of processes and strategies, the terms fossilized 
errors and persistent errors must be framed. The first terrn was Coined by 

'O Quoted ili Crysta1(1980:9). Tlie al~thor also gives atl esatnple of 'rnarginally acceptable' 
? tlie wall was arrived before tlie aliny sent by t l~e king. 
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Selinker (1974) to refer to the presence of recurrent errors in the learner's 
interlanguage which show a decline in further development. A typical exarnple 
of fossilised errors is the so called 'foreign accent' in the pronunciation of some 
learners with quite successful comunicative competence and performance. 

Errors and the Addressee 
As Pico (198650) has remarked it is possible to examine the comunicative 

event from the point of view of the addressee (listener or reader ) when decoding 
the message. So far, in the literature of ES, more attention has been paid to errors 
made by the addresser (production errors) than to errors made by the addressee 
(perception errors).ll However, the taxonomy of global/ local errors proposed 
by Burt & Kiparsky (1972) centres on the breaks that may arise in a 
comunicative interaction, and takes as a criterion for the definition of errors the 
intelligibility of the message fiom the point of view of the addressee. The former 
affect overall organization within the sentence structwe and in consequence make 
comprehension very difEcuit. The latter define minor errors within clauses whicli 
do not usually hinder comprehension significantly. Wrong order of the main 
constituents, missing, wrong selection, and misplacing of connectors are identified 
as global errors whereas, noun and verb inflections as well as inaccuracies in 
closed-system items are referred to as local errors. 

In the last two decades a lot of studies have been conducted to judge the 
effect of error on the addressee. The rationale of these studies is based on the 
belief that both the comprehensibility of the message and the relationship 
betweeen the participants in the cornmunication event can be affected by the 
addresser's errors, since these can make the listener or the reader feel tired or 
irritated. Empirical evidence has been found to prove the existente of differences 
in error evaluation that depend on whether the addressee is a native or non native 
speaker of the language. Research results show clearly the former to be more 
tolerant towards learners'errors. 

Finally, within the addressee's perspective, it is necessary to contextualize the 
array of terms and definitions which have been displayed in the section of 
Psycholinguistics to refer to problems in perception or in interpreting the 
message: interpretative error, perception, error, reading error , slips ofear, 
slips of the eye. These terms in themselves point out to the particular sense 
engaged in the processes of perception and understanding. 

" Exceptions are (Laufer & Sim 1985; Mahhot 1994). 
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Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper is to systematise error terms and definitions. In tliis 

attempt at systematization two features have held constant: on one side, we fiiid 
the existence of severa1 terms to define apparently the same phenomena; on the 
other we come across the reverse case, different definitions of the same term 
which do not seem to imply the same phenomenon. 

One of the causes of this imprecision lies in the existence of a great number 
of t e m  which seemingly serve to denote the same phenomenon. Concerning the 
term error, other examples of synonyms which the research encounters in a quick 
incursion of ES are the fol1owing:mistnke ,devintion, goof fnult. Obviously, the 
lack of a superordinate term to comprise al1 kind of errors makes the task 
confusing for the analyst and is one of the reasons for the lack of systematicy in 
some studies. 

Broadly speaking, it is possible to find different points of departure in 
definitions in ES literature: a) a descriptive approach to define errors on the basis 
of precise observable characteristics; b) a prescriptive one in which errors are 
judged as being something wrong; c) and the explanatoty approach in which 
errors are explained according to their causes. As Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 
(1982) put it, the focus of error description is on the product of language 
acquisition, whereas explanation makes reference to the language acquisition 
process. In the history of ES researchers have felt more attracted to explain rather 
than describe, in many cases tlie explanation was done without a thorough 
knowledge of psychology which in my opinion, accounts for much of the 
anibiguity frequently observed in definitions based on causes. 

Among the definitions based on the explanation of causes of errors, a 
distinction between learner-interna1 and learner-externa1 can be made. The first 
view considers errors to be a result of interna1 cognitive procedures such as 
transfer from the learner's native language or generalization to new contexts of 
interlanguage rules which the learner already knows. The second view defines 
errors according to factors externa1 to the learner such as faulty teaching , 
inappropriate use of materials or ambiguous instructions in the research context 
which lead to the so called induced errors. 

The author of this paper hopes to have contributed to systematization in this 
chaotic realrn of tenninology, not by offering a pennanent solution in this area but 
by calling attention to the need of further investigation on this point. In my view, 
the chapter on ES is not concluded yet as there are important gaps in research. 
First, there is an urgent need of coming to agreement in the use of error terms by 
researchers. It is not possible to produce valuable investigations if each works 
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wiui teniiinology of his owii. Sccoiidly, in order to Iielp teachers unir', critcria, a 
basic systei~iatizatioil of terlns and definitjoils should be included i i i  iiietliods 
literature aiid testbooks, iii tlie same way as lingxiistic or fuiictional teriiis are 
provided. Fiiially, as it was remarked by Corder (1980:55). inost error analysis 
llave coiiceiitrated either on phonology or morpliology and there reniaiiis tlic 
iieed of aiialyses on unresearclied areas such as lesical errors and discourse errors. 
Corder drew attention to the fact that there is an absencc of cominuiiicativc 
dcfinitions of errors due to tlie focus on the linguistic code by teachers aiid 
analysts. 111 tliis respect it is worth quotiiig A11\vright aiíd Bailey's rciiiark ' \\-e 
will iiot be able to say we kiiow very much about error treatment xiiitil tlic 
trcatiiieiit of coiiuiiuiiicatioii errors has also bccii \ve11 studicd'. ( 199 1 : 85) 

h1 iiiy ophon, the lack 01 conuniiiiicative definí tions has a close reseiiiblacy 
to h e  plienoinenoii 01 'avoidaiice errors'. They are not present in the literaturc oí' 
ES because most analyses are based on compositions or translation tests; fe~v are 
focused on cornniunicative interaction between learners: and still less frequent arc 
studies whicli analyse the iiiteraction of leamers and native spcakers in real lifc 
coiitests. On the other liaiid, speech acts, cornmunications strategies aiid discoursc 
approaclz are still little iiitroduced in the classrooms. Tlierefore. 1 believe that \vc 
will iiot be able to know very mucli about conimunication errors until a discourse 
approacli to laiiguage teacliing is fully introduced into testbooks aild ultiniatcly 
classrooiiis. 

Uiiforhuiately, the way ahead seeilis to be loiig. Meanwhile, awareiiess of tlic 
large nurnber of terms and tlie lack of precision of the different perspectives iii 
definiiig errors inay lielp both the teacher and the analyst. Neccssarily, in order to 
correct errors orto analyze them, we are bound to choose tlie terms and definitioii 
wlich serves our purposes best. The choice does not matter as long as \ve declare 
it explicitly, and meiitioii froni whch position \ve understand errors a11 also wliicli 
cleiiieiit exactly within tlie conmiunicative event we are to analyze, as well as the 
'doiiiain and extent 'of our analysis. 

Appendix: A Compiled List of Terms and Definitions of Error 
Addition error: (Noml ). "The presence of an item that must not appear in a cvell-foimed 
iitterance. May be a regularization, double marking, os simple addition error". (Soui-ce: 
Dulay, Bu-t and Ksashen 1982: 277). (See Surface error). 
Atnbiguous goofs: (Addresser). Eisors which could he categori7,ed either as inteiference 
goofs 01- as L1 developmental goofs. ( Source: Richards 1974; Dulay and Ruit ibid). 
Anticipation error: (Addresser). "when a sound or word is hrought fo~~vard  in a sentence 
and used before it is needed. For exanlple: I'IIplrt,vorrr. cat in the czrl~hnai.d iilstend o f I  '11 
1x11 y011r /zat ir1 the czlyboard'. (Source: Ricliards 1985:266).(See Speech eisor). 
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Asysteniatic errors: (Addresser) "Enors which do not exhibit a rule-patteined 
consistent systenl they are not always inteinally principled, yet they are not totally 
arbiti-ay" (Jain 1974 207) (See systematic and unsystematic e i~ors)  
Atttempts: (Addresser) " Where students have no real idea h o ~ v  to stiuctui-e what they 
want to mean, or where intended meaniilg aiid sti~icture are not clear to the teacher" 
(Source Edge 1989 10) 
Avoidanee error: (Addressei-) The addresser avoids pai-ts of the langiage which 1s not 
certain of aild instead uses other types of stretegies to comniunicate sucli as 
appi-ooximation, word coinage os circun~locutiori (Source Kleimann 1983) 
Common error: (Addresser) Frequent eirors shared by speahers of diflereiit mother 
tongues (Source Freiich 1949) 
Competenee error: (Addresser) "Exlending Noam Chomky's distinction between 
'competeilce' and 'pei-foiniance' we can talh of 'competence mistakes' on the one hand 
aiid 'pei-foimance mistakes' on the other Tliis means that a mistake can arise from a 
geiiuiile failure to understand and master a systemic element in the target 
langvage" (Source, Noi~ish 7)  

Covert error: (Message ) "This occurs cvhen on the surface of it there is no eiror, but 
tlie utterance does ilot coilvey the leamer's iiltention This happens with "false fiiends" 
A leanercvho says "it is an actual problem" miglit well mean 'cuirent' or 'topical' rather 
thail 'real'." (Source Faei-ch 1985% 283) (Fui-ther 1-eferences Medgyes 1989 71) 
Covert Mistalce: (The message ) " These are occasions when the leanler says 
sonlethg right by accident An example would be We went to some rnuseuin and then 
took the train home In the student' S L1, some is followed by a singular, even when 
refe~lulg to moi-e than oile th lg-  they 1-eally inean some museums" (Source Bartram and 
Waltoil 1991 21) 
Deviation: (Noinl). A common teim used in tlie Iiteratiire of Eiror Studies as synoilym 
of e i ~ o r  1t implies a deviation from a 1-eference norm be it a grammar one or a discowse 
one 
Developmental error (Addresser) "an eiror in the language use of a first or second 
language leainer which is the result of a normal pattein of developnient, and which is 
common among language leainers For example, in leaining English, first and second 
language leainers oAen produce vei-b foims such as coiried, goetl, and hreaked instead 
o£ Carne, went, aiid broke This is thouglit to be hecause they have leanled the rule for 
regular past tense foinlation and then apply it to al1 verbs Later such eirors disappear as 
tlie leainer's lailguage ability increases These overgeneralii.ations are a natural os 
developmental stage in language leaining" (Source Richards 1985 78) 
The reader must note that in an early definition, Richards (1974 173) uses the teim 
developmeiltal eiror as a synonym of inti-alingual ei-ror 
Discourse error (Noim) " enors beyond the sentence leve1 Examples include 
iiiappropi-late opeiliilgs and closings of a coilversation, inappropriate refusals, incoi~ect 
topic iloininatioils os switches, and so on " (Source Chun, A, et al 1982) 
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Double marking error: (Noim). "An error in which a concept is expressed twice when 
the language requires its expression only once, e.g. double negation: wle hai.rily never go 
". (Source: Dulay, Bu-t and Krashen 1982: 277). 
Error: A kind of superordinate t e ~ m  which is usually used to cover al1 kind of e i~ors  
under al1 the elements in the communicative event. It has different connotations though, 
as can be seen along this paper . (See also mistake). 
Faults: (Addresser). " Those eirors students make when they venture beyond what they 
have learned". (Source: Harnmerly 1991 :86). 
Fluency error: (Addresser/Norm).(Synonyrn of discourse error). (Source: Heyworth, F 
& J, Arnold 1989:29). 
Form error: ( N o i d  Message foim). It contrasts withfirnction eiror,. (Soui-ce: Mac 
Aogáin 198954). 
Fossüised error: (Addresser). The teim was coined by Selinker (1 974:36). He spoke of 
fossilization items as synonyrn of errors: "Fossilizable linguistic phenomena are linguistic 
iterns, d e s ,  and subsystems which speakers of a particular NL will tend to keep in their 
IL relative to a particular T1, no matter what the age of the leamer or amount of 
explanation and instruction he receives in the TL. 1 have in mind such fossilizable 
stiuctures as the well-known 'errors", French uvular Ir/ in their English IL ...". 
Function error: (Nolml Message). As opposed to foiw errois. The term makes 
reference to the wrong use or wrong selection of discourse norms or variables which 
comprise the communicative event: language functions, speech act, modality, register. 
(Source: Mac Aogáin 198954). 
General error: (Addresser). (Synonyrn for developmentalí intralinpliul and coniinoii 
error). "General aroi-s are those common to al1 groups regardless of differences in source 
language stiuctures ... Some possible causes of these errors are common psychological 
processes, common learning strategies, inherent "universal" difficulties or a common 
sociocultural situation".(Source: Johansson 1 973 : 49). 
Globai error: (NodAddressee). This is usually defined as an error in the use of a majoi- 
element of sentence structure, which makes a sentence or utterance difficult or impossible 
to understand ... It is usually contrasted with a local error, which is an error in the use of 
an element of sentence structure, but which does not cause problems of comprehension." 
(Source: Burt & Kiparsky 1972). 
Goof: (Addresser ) (slang). "1) An error students tend to make in learning English as a 
second language, for which no blame is implied. 2) A sentence containing one or more 
goofs". ( Source: Burt & Kiparsky 1972). Dulay & Rurt 85-1 23 distinguish between 
interference goofs, L1 developmental goofs, ambiguous goofs and unique goofs. 
Independent error: (Addresser). "with the help of confirming evidence from learners' 
performance data, the paper highlights what may called L1 independent errors, 
deliberately excluding from discussion errors uniquely traceable to 1,l inteiference, and 
thus draws attention to some L1 independent source of errors". (Jain 1974: 189). 
Individual error: (Addresser). "Individual error are those referred to elsewhere as 
rnistakes ... These errors occur both arnong native speakers and second language learners, 
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may be the result of inattention. or other distractions during the test situation". (Source: 
Johansson 1973:48). 
Infelicities: (Addi-esser). Mac Aogain (1 989:55) states that the tesm has been suggested 
as altemative and refinement of inistake, slips, and transitional competeiice. He does not 
define the teim and confusion rnay arise as in his explanation, ir?felici~ is placed as a 
synoiiym of mistake and slip on one hand ( peifoimance eil-ors) and transitional 
coinpetence on the other (competence ei~ors). 
Inherent error: (Addsesser). (Synonym for Corr~petei~ce Er~or) .  To illustrate this type 
of eil-os Non-ish (1 980: 15) refers to a hypothetical Geiman leainer of English who may 
place the verb in a subordinate clause at the end of tlie clause, because he has not yet 
leaint that in English, unlike Geiman, this is not usually done. 
Interference error: (Addi-esser). " The interference errors are those caused by the 
ii~fluence of tlie leainer's mother tonpe on production of the target language in 
presurnably those aseas where the languages clearl) differ." (Source: Schachtei- & Celce 
Murcia: 275). 
Interlanguage error: (Addsesser). (.Sjv~orí<viir of inteifer.ence arld tr.ansfer error.). 
"...essors caused by the interference of the leasner's mother tongiie". (Source: Richards 
1974: 173). 
Induced error (Setting). Ei~ors encoui-aged by the teacher's way of pi-esenting examples 
to the students. (Sousce: Stenson 1975; Kasper 1982; McKeating 1981). 
Intertingual error: (Addresser). " aii eil-01- which results fiom lanpage ti-ansfer, that is, 
tvhich is caused by the leainer's active native language." (Source: Richards 1985: 146). 
Interpretative error: (Addsessee). "misunderstanding of a speaker's intention os 
meaiiing" (Sousce: Richasds 1985:95). (See also perception error). 
Intralingual error: (Addsesser). " ... is one which results fsom faulty os pastial leasning 
of the tasget language, rather than fsom lanpage transfer. Intralinpial eil-ors may be 
caused by the influence of one target- language item upon another. For esample a leasner 
may produce He is cornes, based on a blend of the English stnictui-es He is conlhzg, He 
conies. (Sousce: Richasds 1985: 147).(Further references: McKeating 1981 :230). 
Language-specific error: (Addresser). ($vnor~~vtn of iitter:fer.ence er.ini.)."Language- 
specific essors are those whicli result fsom contact between two stiuctural systems. It is 
these eil-ors which are generally referred to as intei-ference and which are studied by 
Coiitrastive Analysis".(Sousce: Joliansson 1973: 48). 
Lapse: (Addsesser). (Syiloryrri of Perfoi.trlmlce/Prodt~ction ewoi.). (Psycholinguistics ), 
(see page ). 
Lapsus linguae: (Addsesser). (Synonym of Pelfor.rnnnce/ Pr.odtrctior~ error.). (Psycholin 
guistics). (see page) 
Local error. (Noim IAddsessee). "One that affects single elements (constituents) in a 
sentence". (Sousce: Dulay, Bui-t and Ksashen 1982:277). (Fui-ther references: Bui-t & 
Kiparsky 1972).(see global esror). 
Mistalce: (Addresser), (Synonym of Peifoimance error). (Psycholinguistics), (Ci-eative 
Constiuction Corder's 1967,1974,198 1). 
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Misformation error: (Norm). "Use of the wrong form of a morpheme". (Sousce: Dulay, 
Bu1-t and Krashen 1982:277). See Suiface Error. 
Omission error: (Noim). "The absence of an item that must appear in a well-foimed 
utterance". (Source: Dulay, Burt and Krashen 1982:277). See Suiface Eiroi-. 
Overgeneralization error: (Addresser). "An eiror u~hich can be attributed to the 
application of a rule of English in an inappropriate situation". (Source: Taylor 100). 
Overt error: (Addresser, Noim). An eiror which is easily detectahle and obviously 
present in a given peiformance. Medgyes (1 989:7 1) sees ovei-t eiror as a result of the 
leainer's use of achievement strategies in interactive comrnunication to get his meaning 
across with a limited competence.As this author remarks overt eiroi- refers to 
communication breakdowns and is not to be seen as synonym with Corder's overtlv 
erroneous. (see below). 
Overtly erroneous: (Noim). Corder ( 1  973:272) makes a distinction hetween ovei-tly 
erroneous and covertly erroneous For Corder, the term implies that the sentence is 
ungrarnmatical. 
Parapraxis: (Addresser). (Synonym of nlistake) "Any minor slip-up or error; most 
typically observed in speech, writing, small accidents, memoiy lapses, etc. According to 
Freud, these were no mere innocent gestures but the result of the operations of 
unconscious wishes os conflicts that could often be used to i-eveal the functioning of the 
unsconscious in the normal healthy individual. Cornmonly referred to as Freudian slip". 
(Source: Reber 19855 16). 
Pedagogical error: (Setting).(Synonym of indziced ei-rol-). (Source: Johansson 1973: 
110). 
Perception error: (Addresse). The term is used in contrast to proclirction error. It refers 
to the absence ofcomprehension of the speech act in the communication event. See page 
5. 
Performance error: (Addresser)."Unsystematic errors that occur as the result of such 
h g s  as memory, lapses, fatigue, confusion, os sti-ong emotion". (Soiirce: Richards "Eiror 
Analysis and Second Language Strategies" See competence error and production 
eiror.(page 5). 
Perseveration error: (Addresser). "When a sound or word which has already been 
uttered reappears. For example: the president of Prance, instead of the president of France. 
(Source: Richards 1985:266).(See Speech Error). 
Persistent error: (Addresser). (Synonym of fossilized eí-mi.). "errors still being made by 
advance students". (Quoted in Schachter, J & M, Celce-Murcia 1983: 274). 
Pragmatic error: (Norm). (Synony~~i of discourse e?-r.or andfllrency error). "production 
of the wrong comunicative effect e.g. through the faulty use of a speech act os one of the 
iules of speaking". ( Source: Richards 1985:95). 
Production error: (Addresser). It has different connotations accoi-ding to the standpoint 
fiom which is analyzed. In the context of Psycholinguistics a lot of synonyms can be 
found: peiformance errois, rnistakes, parapi-ais, slips of pen, tongue slips, lapsus linguae, 
slips of brain, slip-ups Japses. (See page ). 
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Reading error: (Addi-essee). (slips of the eye) (Source. Garman 1990) (see page ). 
Redundant error: (Addsesser). (Quoted in Norrish (1 983 15) who cites Corder as tlie 
one who has used redundant error as a synonym of mistake, pei-fonnance error. ". .But if 
íhe same student, having learnt this fact of English gi-ammar, then regsesses and makes the 
same eil-or again because he is wonying about some personal pi-oblem, his eiror then be 
a redundailt eirot". (see also iiihereizt er-ror) 
Reversal error: (Addresser) (Synonym of syoo~~ei~ism) "When the position of sounds, 
syllables, os worcls is reversed. For example' let's have chish and fips, instead of let's have 
fish and chips". (Source: Richards 1985 266) (See speech error) 
Residual error: (Addsesser) (Source. Mac Aogain 1989 58) For a definition see 
unsystertiatic error. 
Systematic error: (Addresser). (Synonym of Corripeteiice EWOI.) " EII-oss discussed 
under íhe categoiy of systematic errors seem to establish that in ceitain areas of language 
use the leainer possesses constsuction sules he is using niles Because of some kind of 
limtation m iule schemata, the iules give sise to en-ors of over-application " (Source Jain 
1974:206). 
Slips: (Addsesser). (Synonym of i~iistnke). "This is wrong lanpiage caused by tiredness, 
caselessness, neves etc. In other cvords, the iund of mistake that anybody, including native- 
speakess, could make". (Soui-ce: Baitsain & Walton 1991 20), (Further reference: Edge 
1989.1 1) 
Slips of brain: (Addresser). (Synonym of nlistnke) 
Slips of ear: (Addressee). The tetm points out to problems of auditoq comprehension 
In Psycholinguistics tt-adition, Garman 1990 109), (see page 5) (The term is also quoted 
as a rriodality error in Eogl~an Mac Aogain 1989 54) 
Slips of the eye: (Addressee). (A readilig ei.r.or in Garman 1990 109), (see page 5) 
Slips of the han& (Addresser). The teim covers both wiSiting and hprng err.ors (Source 
Garman 1990: 152). 
Slips of pen: (Addresser)."anything from letter-production ersors that arise fronl 
i~iomentary lapses in manual output, such as writing -tlie at the end of (intended) . to 
gsamrnatical and meaning-based ersors, including leaving woi-ds out or writing the wrong 
words". ( Source: Gasman 1990.152). 
Slips of tongue: (Addresser) (Synonym of mistake),(Source Garman 1990' 152) (See 
page 5). 
Slip-ups: (Addresser). (Syilonym of mistake), (See page 5 5) 
Speech error: (Addresser). (Synonym of mistake) "Faults made h~ speakers dui-ing the 
pduction of sounds, worás and sentences Both native speakers and non-native speakers 
of a language make unintended mistakes when speaking" (Source Richards 
1985:266).(Fu&er reference Gai-mail 1990) (See also anticipation error, perseveration 
eil-os, reversaI error and spoonerism) 
Speech Modality error: (Addsesser) " . erroi-s caused by leainers not knowing which 
words and stiuctures to use in order to perfoim a spccific speech act appi-opriately". 
(Source Faerch, Haastsup & Phillipson 1984 57) 
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Spoonerism: (Addresser) (Synonym of 1.evei.sa1 eri.or) "named aftei- Dr Spooner, 
Wasden of the New College, Oxford at the turn of the centuiy, who \vas reputed to have 
nlade a good many of these errors. such us I think he 'S had a daw 1-ea1 (IUW deal) " 
(quoted fsom Gaiman (1 990: 15 1) 
Surface error: (Norm). "Classification of ersors according to the ways the suiface 
sttuctuse of the language is altered". (Source Dulay, Bui-t and Ksashen 1 982 28 1 ) 
Translation error: (Addi-esser) (Synonym of mutake ) " any error wl-iich changes thc 
desired response in an insignificant way Most involve simple substitutions of one 
syntactically cosrect stmchxe for another equally syntactically cosrect, albeit semantically 
incoi-rect, alternative. Most can be attsibuted to simple forgetting os laspses of attention 
and ase, in this respect, comparable to Chomky's peifomance ersors" (Soui-~e Taylor 
105). 
Transfer error: (Addresser). "Let us define transfei- for the present as a psycholiiiguisttc 
procedure by means of which L2 leainers activate their L 1 Knowledge in developing or 
using their interlanguage". (Sousce: Faerch & Kasper 1987,112) 
Torigue slips: (Addi-esses). (Synonym of nlrstake), (see page 5) 
Unsystematic error (Addresser).(Synonym of inrstake) ".They are the slips of the tongue 
os pen caused pwely by psychological conditions, such as aintense exciteinent, andíor 
physiological  factor^, such as tii-edness, which change from moment to moment and frorn 
situation to situatioii".(Source: Jaiil 1974) (Further reference Mac Aogain 1989.58) 
Verbal lapses: (Addresser). (Synonym of ~nístake), (see page 8) 
Unique goofs. (Addresser). Richwds (1 974) and Dulay and Rurt (1 974) define the teims 
as errors which cannot be categorised neither as mtei:ference goofs nos as L1 
developmental goofs. 
Writing error: (Addresser). (Synonp of slips of the pen) (Source Gaman 1990.152). 
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